
Weather



Standard 6.4.1: Atmospheric 
Layers

• Standard 1 Atmosphere
• Atmosphere-a layer of gasses that surround the planet that makes the Earth suitable for living.  It 

keeps up warm like a blanket.
• 5 Layers of the Atmosphere:
• (Mnemonic devise:  Early This Morning Students Trained.)
• exosphere-closest to space-the cold regions of outer space extend from here
• thermosphere- the air is thin & very hot
• mesosphere- the coldest layer-meteors are found here
• stratosphere- the ozone layer is here-it’s cold except where the ozone layer is 
• located in the upper region
• troposphere- closest to Earth-clouds are found here-the higher 
• up you go, the cooler it is- where all weather occurs
• Atmospheric Gasses- Nitrogen & oxygen are the two most common gasses & they are found in 

all of the layers.
• Ozone- a form of oxygen found in the stratosphere
• Water vapor & carbon dioxide are important gasses for weather.  They are found in the 

troposphere.
• Differences in temperature separate the layers of the atmosphere.
• Air pressure- the force exerted by the gasses pushing down on an object.  Air pressure is 

greatest near the surface of the Earth & it decreases the further up you go.



Exosphere- Early
Thermosphere- This
Mesosphere- Morning
Stratosphere- Students
Troposphere- Trained



• Atmospheric Layers:
• Game:   

http://calipsooutreach.hamptonu.edu/atmo
sphere.swf

• Stratosphere Song:  
http://www.kidsknowit.com/educational-
songs/play-educational-
song.php?song=Where%20Is%20The%20
Stratosphere

http://calipsooutreach.hamptonu.edu/atmosphere.swf
http://calipsooutreach.hamptonu.edu/atmosphere.swf
http://www.kidsknowit.com/educational-songs/play-educational-song.php?song=Where%20Is%20The%20Stratosphere
http://www.kidsknowit.com/educational-songs/play-educational-song.php?song=Where%20Is%20The%20Stratosphere
http://www.kidsknowit.com/educational-songs/play-educational-song.php?song=Where%20Is%20The%20Stratosphere
http://www.kidsknowit.com/educational-songs/play-educational-song.php?song=Where%20Is%20The%20Stratosphere


Standard 6.4.2: The Water Cycle
• Water is always moving between the atmosphere (troposphere) and surface of Earth. 
• Evaporation-
• Transpiration- Water enters the atmosphere as water vapor through evaporation and 

transpiration, plants releasing water vapor.
• Condensation- happens in the atmosphere. Clouds form as a result of condensation. 
• Precipitation- After condensation occurs allowing for the forming of clouds, water droplets fall in 

various forms of precipitation – rain, snow, freezing rain, sleet, or hail, depending upon weather 
conditions.  Temperature variations within clouds and/or within the region between the cloud and 
Earth allows for the various forms of precipitation

• Run-off If precipitation falls on land surfaces, it always attempts to move back toward sea level 
as surface-water flow (water that flows above ground: creeks, rivers, etc) or groundwater 
flow(water that flows under ground. The surface that receives the precipitation determines its flow 
back towards sea level.  

• Examples are:
• Water will remain on the surface when the surface is not porous (asphalt or concrete) or the 

precipitation is falling too fast for the water to sink into the ground (flooding).
• Water will sink into the ground when the surface is porous (dry sand & soil) and there is lots of 

space in the soil to hold the water ( mud puddles).
• Sometimes the soil becomes saturated with water & it cannot hold any more.  Runoff occurs then.  

(Think of filling a flower pot with too water & the water runs out the bottom.)



• Water Cycle
• Interactive Video: 

http://www.epa.gov/safewater/kids/flash/fla
sh_watercycle.html

• Interactive  Education :  
http://www.national-
aquarium.co.uk/interactive/water.asp

http://www.epa.gov/safewater/kids/flash/flash_watercycle.html
http://www.epa.gov/safewater/kids/flash/flash_watercycle.html
http://www.national-aquarium.co.uk/interactive/water.asp
http://www.national-aquarium.co.uk/interactive/water.asp


6.4.3:  Clouds
• Clouds form from the condensation of water vapor & are 

classified by a basic shape.  Students must be able to 
classify the following clouds:

• Cumulus Clouds formed at medium or low elevation; 
puffy, lumpy-looking clouds that usually signal fair 
weather,

• Cirrus Clouds formed at high elevations; wispy 
clouds usually consisting of ice crystals that signal fair 
weather – may also signal an approaching warm front,

• Stratus Clouds formed at medium or low elevation; 
spread out layer upon layer covering a large area - as 
stratus clouds thicken, precipitation usually occurs over 
that area.



• Many clouds are combinations of the three basic shapes.  Prefixes and 
suffixes are added to name some of these clouds.  Combinations of those 
shapes can be used with nimbus, which means “rain”, for example, 
cumulonimbus or nimbostratus.  

• A cumulonimbus cloud, also called a thunderhead, is often part of 
thunderstorm conditions that may accompany a cold front. 

• The prefix alto may also be used to indicate clouds formed at 2-6 kilometers 
up into the atmosphere, for example, altocumulus or altostratus.  

• Clouds that form at or near the ground are called fog.  
• Students should be able to combine the basic shape name and prefix or 

suffix as clues to the weather conditions that may result.  
• When students also understand the interactions of warm and cold air 

masses along frontal boundaries, the type of clouds that form can help 
identify or predict the type of front.  This cloud information now becomes 
part of the understanding of weather systems in the atmosphere.



• Cloud Types:
• Pictures:  

http://ww2010.atmos.uiuc.edu/(Gh)/guides
/mtr/cld/cldtyp/home.rxml

• Clouds R Us:  
http://www.rcn27.dial.pipex.com/cloudsrus/
home.html

http://ww2010.atmos.uiuc.edu/(Gh)/guides/mtr/cld/cldtyp/home.rxml
http://ww2010.atmos.uiuc.edu/(Gh)/guides/mtr/cld/cldtyp/home.rxml
http://www.rcn27.dial.pipex.com/cloudsrus/home.html
http://www.rcn27.dial.pipex.com/cloudsrus/home.html


6.4.4:  Air Masses, Fronts, 
Pressure Systems, & Storms

• Air masses Are huge bodies of air, are formed over water or land in 
tropical or polar regions. Air masses move.  When they form, the 
temperature or humidity in them results in different weather 
conditions.

• Fronts the boundary between 2 air masses when they collide
• Depending upon the air masses involved 4 fronts can occur: a warm 

front, cold front, stationary front, or occluded front can develop.  
• Cold Front: Violent Weather:  Represented by the following 

symbol on a weather map:
•
• Warm Front: steady gentle rain showers: Represented by the 

following symbol on a weather map:
• Stationary Front: “stand off”
• Occluded Front:  gentle rain, violent storm, gentle rain   

Represented by the following symbol on a weather map:



• High/Low Pressure
• SystemsWarm air rising or cold air sinking 

combined with the spinning of Earth causes the 
air to spin forming high and low pressure 
regions. 

• High pressure systems usually signal more fair 
weather with winds circulating around the 
system in a clockwise direction.  

• Low pressure systems with counterclockwise 
circulating winds often result in rainy and/or 
stormy weather conditions. 



• Storms Severe weather conditions - occur when pressure 
differences cause rapid air movement.  Conditions that bring one 
kind of storm can also cause other kinds of storms in the same area.

• Thunderstorm is storm with thunder, lightning, heavy rains and 
strong winds; form within large cumulonimbus clouds; usually form 
along a cold front but can form within an air mass;

• Tornado is a rapidly whirling, funnel-shaped clouds that reaches 
down from a storm cloud; the very low pressure and strong winds 
can cause great damage to people and property; are likely to form 
within the frontal regions where strong thunderstorms are also 
present;

• Hurricane is a low pressure tropical storm that forms over warm 
ocean water; winds form a spinning circular pattern around the 
center, or eye, of the storm; the lower the air pressure at the center, 
the faster the winds blow toward the center of the storm.

• Other Weather: fair weather, showers, blizzards, droughts, snow, 
ice storms, etc.



Links
• Weather Wiz Kids  Awesome Site:
• http://www.weatherwizkids.com/wind1.htm
• Ware Shoals Weather:
• http://www.weather.com/weather/local/29692?lswe=29692&lwsa=WeatherLocalUndeclared&from=whatwhere
• FEMA for Kids:
• http://www.fema.gov/kids/
• Weather for Kids:
• http://www.eo.ucar.edu/webweather/
• KIDSSTORM:
• http://skydiary.com/kids/
• Weather Maker:
• http://www.scholastic.com/kids/weather/
• National Weather Service:
• http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/reachout/kidspage.shtml
• Extreme Weather:
• View a tornado: http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/reachout/kidspage.shtml
• Hurricane Simulation:  http://www.npr.org/news/specials/hurricane/ap/
• Weather Songs:
• http://www.wxdude.com/guide.html
• KIDS WEATHER INFO: 
• http://www.kidinfo.com/Science/weather.html
• Planet Pals:
• http://www.planetpals.com/weather.html

http://www.weatherwizkids.com/wind1.htm
http://www.weather.com/weather/local/29692?lswe=29692&lwsa=WeatherLocalUndeclared&from=whatwhere
http://www.fema.gov/kids/
http://www.eo.ucar.edu/webweather/
http://skydiary.com/kids/
http://www.scholastic.com/kids/weather/
http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/reachout/kidspage.shtml
http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/reachout/kidspage.shtml
http://www.npr.org/news/specials/hurricane/ap/
http://www.wxdude.com/guide.html
http://www.kidinfo.com/Science/weather.html
http://www.planetpals.com/weather.html


6.4.5: Weather Instruments
• In order to understand the conditions in weather systems and be able to make weather forecasts 

as precise as possible, weather data must be accurately collected.  Students must be able to use 
and accurately measure using the following instruments:

• Anemometer- Wind speed is measured with an anemometer.
• Wind vane- Wind direction with a wind-weather vane.  Wind direction is described by the direction 

from which the wind is blowing.  
• Thermometer- Air temperature is read using a thermometer.  
• Sling Psychrometer- Humidity, the amount of water vapor in the air (specifically relative 

humidity), is obtained by using a wet-dry bulb, two-thermometer instrument known as a sling 
psychrometer.  

• Barometer- Air pressure is measured using a barometer.  
• Rain gauge- another instrument (introduced in earlier grades) used for measuring precipitation 

amounts is the rain gauge. 

• Students should fundamentally know how each instrument works and how to “read” the instrument 
accurately.

• Students should know how to determine relative humidity from the wet-dry bulb readings using a 
relative humidity table.

• Students should collect air pressure data as recorded by the National Weather Service in the unit 
millibars, but they should also understand the reading in inches of mercury. 



6.4.6: Weather Maps, Satellites, & 
Radar

• Using weather instruments to directly measure 
and collect data on a regular basis, allows for 
the development of patterns in weather 
conditions from the analyzed data.  

• Using the weather data collected directly during 
classroom investigations over a period of time 
and/or from out of the classroom sources, the 
students should be able to make some basic 
weather predictions.

• As similar weather data leads to similar weather 
conditions, meteorologists can make weather 
predictions / forecasts from the data. 



• Students should read weather maps that 
include barometric isobars and 
temperature isotherms, along with high 
and low pressure centers and the 
movement of frontal boundaries, in order 
to track weather systems as they move 
across Earth and make some basic 
predictions.  



• Students should be able to read weather data 
symbols as given on weather maps, precipitation 
symbols, and basic weather station model 
information.

• Station model: cloud cover, temperature (°F), 
wind direction & speed, precipitation

• Satellite images should be used for seeing cloud 
patterns and movements.  Radar images can be 
used to detect rainfall location, intensity, and 
movement, as well as the potential for severe 
weather and even tornadoes. 



Tracking Hurricanes

• Students should be able to use data on 
hurricane’s position to trace the path of the 
hurricane and use that track to make 
predictions concerning the possible 
warnings to land areas in the hurricane’s 
path.



6.4.7: Solar Energy & The 
Greenhouse Effect

• The driving energy source for heating of Earth and 
circulation in Earth’s atmosphere is solar energy.

• Some of the Sun’s energy coming through Earth’s 
atmosphere is reflected or absorbed by gases and/or 
clouds in the atmosphere.

• Solar energy that is absorbed by Earth’s land and water 
surfaces is changed to heat that moves/radiates back 
into the atmosphere (troposphere) where gases absorb 
the heat, a process known as the greenhouse effect.
(Because the Earth is getting hotter & hotter, our 
seasons are changing.  We don’t experience snow in our 
area quite as much as we once did.  The oceans are 
heating up earlier in the year & staying warm creating a 
perfect atmosphere for hurricanes to occur.)



Greenhouse Effect
• Certain gases in the atmosphere, such as water vapor, 

carbon dioxide, and methane (among others) are 
particularly transparent to sunlight. As sunlight comes 
through the atmosphere, most of it reaches the Earth's 
surface. This sunlight is absorbed by the surface of the 
Earth and re-emitted as heat (called infrared radiation). But 
these same gases are not transparent to the heat that the 
Earth emits. They absorb some of it, and part of what they 
absorb is radiated back to the surface of the Earth. The 
overall effect being that these gases "trap" some of the heat, 
and thus, like a blanket, they make the Earth warmer than it 
would otherwise be.

• The land heats up and releases its heat fairly quickly, but 
water needs to absorb lots of solar energy to warm up; this 
property of water allows it to warm more slowly but also to 
release the heat energy more slowly.



6.4.8: Convection & Climate Zones
• It is the  water on Earth that helps to regulate the temperature 

range of Earth’s atmosphere. 
• The effect of solar energy on land may be investigated on 

different types of surfaces and/or colors of surfaces.  (Ex:  
dark surfaces heat faster than light surfaces & pavement 
heats faster than grass)

• Convection occurs when warm air rises and cool air sinks. 
When a layer of air is heated, it expands and moves upward. 
Colder, heavier/denser air then flows underneath it. That cold 
air is then warmed, and it expands and rises. The warm rising 
air cools as it reaches higher, cooler regions of the 
atmosphere, and it too begins to sink. Breezes, winds, and 
thunderstorms may result.

• Because warm air near Earth’s surface rises and then cools 
as it goes up, a convection current is set up in the 
atmosphere.  There are three atmospheric convection areas 
in the northern hemisphere and three in the southern 
hemisphere.  



• Students will focus their 
understanding on the northern 
hemisphere convection regions:

• the tropical convection region
begins at the equator and extends 
to the about 30 degrees north 
latitude;

• the temperate region extends 
from there to about 60 degrees 
north latitude, and 

• the polar region extends from 
there to the north pole, 90 degrees 
north latitude. 

• Convection on a global scale in 
the atmosphere, the cause of 
global winds, and therefore the 
mover of weather systems in 
particular directions, and on 
surface ocean currents.

• Due to the spinning of Earth, the 
weather systems in these regions 
move in certain directions 
because the global wind belts
are set up.  

Temperate Region

Tropical Convection Region

Polar Region



• The surface currents of Earth’s oceans that 
circulate warm and cold ocean waters in 
convection patterns also influence the 
weather and climates of the landmasses 
nearby.  ( Warm water rises to the top and 
cold water sinks to the bottom just like the air 
does.  Light can penetrate only so far into 
water & only heats it at the surface leaving 
colder water at the bottom.)

• Check out:  
http://www.brainpop.com/science/theearthsy
stem/oceancurrents/

http://www.brainpop.com/science/theearthsystem/oceancurrents/
http://www.brainpop.com/science/theearthsystem/oceancurrents/


Ocean Currents 



a. What do you think the red color stands for? (Warm currents).
b. What do you think the blue color stands for? (Cold currents).

c. What do you think sets the currents in motion? (The wind set in motion by the Earth's rotation, and the difference in water temperature 
from the poles to the equator).

d. What is a surface current? (Surface currents are ocean currents caused by wind. Prevailing winds have the greatest effect on surface 
currents. These currents are usually the same year after year, with warmer currents moving away from the equator, and colder currents 

moving toward the equator)
e. In which direction do surface currents flow in the northern hemisphere? (clockwise)

f. In which direction do surface currents flow in the southern hemisphere? (counterclockwise).
g. How do surface currents affect the climate of different lands? (They either warm the lands they pass or cool them off).

h. If Western Europe's climate was not affected by the Gulf Stream, what do you think its climate would be like? (Since Western Europe is 
much closer to the Artic, their weather would be much colder and the animal and plant life would be different.)



• There are a number of ocean currents found 
around the Earth. A current is like a vast river within 
the ocean, flowing from one place to another. 
These currents are caused by differences in 
temperature, differences in salinity, and by wind. 
Currents are responsible for a vast amount of 
movement of the water found in the Earth’s oceans. 

• Info from www.dummies.com No…Really!  
Check it out!

• The oceans have warm and cold surface currents 
that act like a global heating and air-conditioning 
system. They bring significant warmth to high 
latitude areas that would otherwise be much cooler, 
and significant coolness to low latitude areas that 
would otherwise be much warmer.

http://www.dummies.com/


• The currents also play a major role in determining the global 
geography of precipitation. The sun can more easily evaporate 
warm water than cold water, and thereby produce the 
atmospheric vapor that results in rain. Therefore, lands that get 
sideswiped or impacted by warm currents tend to have 
abundant precipitation in addition to a comparatively warm 
climate. Conversely, lands impacted by cold currents tend to 
receive very little precipitation in addition to a comparatively 
cool climate.

• Generally, surface currents exhibit circular movements (see 
Figure 1). North of the equator, the flow is usually clockwise. 
South of the equator, the flow tends to be counter-clockwise. 
These movements are principally products of prevailing winds 
that "push" the ocean's surface. On the map you can see 
occasional exceptions to the general rules of circulation. They 
are the results of deflections caused by the angle at which a 
current strikes a land mass or the continental shelf, or by the 
direction of prevailing sea level winds at particular latitudes.





Warm currents, cold currents
• The warm and cold portions of these circulatory systems have 

rather predictable geographies. As ocean currents move 
westward along the equator, they absorb lots of solar energy, 
heat up, and become warm currents. As they turn away from 
the equator, they generally continue to absorb about as much 
heat as they dissipate, at least while they remain in the Tropics 
— that is, the region between the Tropic of Cancer and the 
Tropic of Capricorn.

• After leaving the Tropics, the reverse starts to happen: The 
currents radiate more heat than they gain — but slowly. Thus, 
the currents remain comparatively warm longer after they have 
left the tropics. The Gulf Stream, for example, is a warm-water 
current that moves up the Eastern coast of the United States 
and then becomes the North Atlantic Current (see Figure 1). 
Although it loses a fair amount of heat as it moves eastward 
across the mid-Atlantic, the North Atlantic Current reaches 
Europe with a considerable amount of stored heat remaining. 
As it continues to radiate that heat, it contributes to the climate 
of Northwestern Europe a degree of warmth that is unusual for 
those latitudes, and also abundant rainfall.  (Now you’re not a 
dummy anymore.)



• The warm Gulf Stream current water influences the 
eastern Atlantic shoreline of the United States Duh! 
(hurricanes), while the cold California current influences 
its western Pacific shoreline. Duh!

• Because of the unequal heating of Earth, climate zones
(tropical, temperate, and polar) also occur. 

• Since temperature is a major factor in climate zones, 
students should relate climate to the convection regions 
at various latitudes, to temperature differences between 
the equator and the poles (hotter near the equator & 
colder near the poles), and also to warm and cold 
surface ocean currents.



Sea Breeze

&

Land 
Breeze 



• On a smaller scale, convection currents near bodies of water can cause 
local winds known as land and sea breeze.

• During the day, land gets heated by the Sun much quicker than does 
water. As the land becomes warmer, it heats the air in the atmosphere 
above it. This causes the air to expand, becoming less dense, and thus 
creating a low pressure.  Because water heats up much less quickly, air 
above the ocean also takes longer to increase in temperature. The result 
is that a higher pressure is maintained. 

• With a high pressure above the water, and a lower pressure above the 
land, conditions are perfect for a small breeze to develop. Wind blows 
from the sea, towards the land along the pressure gradient, in an 
attempt to equalize pressure. This is known as a sea breeze. 

• In the night, land cools down much quicker than does the waters of the 
ocean. As the land becomes cooler, so does the air above it. This 
results in air becoming more dense, forming a high pressure, causing 
winds to blow outward towards the sea. This is known as a land breeze. 

• Thus, in the day we often see sea breezes, while in the evening we see 
land breezes in coastal regions. 



Sea Breeze
• If the sun is out, it heats up the land so that it is much 

warmer than the ocean. This causes the air above the 
land to heat up while the air over the ocean is cooler. 
Hot air will rise and cool air will sink. Together, this 
rising and sinking motion creates a convection cell just 
like in the activity. The cup of hot water represents the 
land heated by the sun. The ocean is cooler than the 
land and is represented by the cup of ice. The water 
inside the pie pan represents the air above the ocean 
and land. The food coloring allowed us to see the 
movement of the water. As the warm air rises over 
land, it must be replaced by the cooler air over the 
ocean. We call this a sea breeze because it's a breeze 
that comes from the sea. Meteorologists always name 
winds based on where they come from. (If you were 
born and raised in Hawaii, then went to visit the 
Mainland, you would tell people that you were from 
Hawaii.)



Sea Breeze



Land Breeze
• At night time, the convection cell is reversed and we call it a 

land breeze because the wind near the surface now blows from 
the land out to sea. This happens because the land cools down 
at night and will get colder than the ocean. The air above the 
ocean is now warmer compared to the cooler air over the land 
at night. (Have you ever noticed how the ocean feels warmer in 
the evening? It's not because the ocean heats up at night, it's 
because the air at night got colder.) It is important to 
understand that the ocean's temperature doesn't change much 
in a given location. It's quick and easy to heat up a cup of 
water...but it would take a very long time to heat up the entire 
ocean! When we talk about land and sea breezes, these winds 
occur due to the land being colder or warmer than the ocean. 
That causes the air above land to be a different temperature 
than the air above the ocean. Also, keep in mind that land and 
sea breezes have a difficult time developing if the trade winds 
are blowing strong because this disrupts the convection cell.



Land Breeze 
(LL Cool J-Only comes out at night.)



Standard 8 & 9 Links
• http://www.teachnet-

lab.org/ps101/bglasgold/lesson5currents.htm
• http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/balloon/science/je

tstream.htmlare hard to visualize. 
• http://ww2010.atmos.uiuc.edu/(Gh)/guides/mtr/c

yc/upa/jet.rxml
• http://eo.ucar.edu/basics/wx_2_c.html
• http://www.kidsgeo.com/geography-for-

kids/0100-atmospheric-moisture.php
• http://www.lanesville.k12.in.us/LCSYellowpages

/teacherfavorites/sky.htm

http://www.teachnet-lab.org/ps101/bglasgold/lesson5currents.htm
http://www.teachnet-lab.org/ps101/bglasgold/lesson5currents.htm
http://ww2010.atmos.uiuc.edu/(Gh)/guides/mtr/cyc/upa/jet.rxml
http://ww2010.atmos.uiuc.edu/(Gh)/guides/mtr/cyc/upa/jet.rxml
http://eo.ucar.edu/basics/wx_2_c.html
http://www.kidsgeo.com/geography-for-kids/0100-atmospheric-moisture.php
http://www.kidsgeo.com/geography-for-kids/0100-atmospheric-moisture.php
http://www.lanesville.k12.in.us/LCSYellowpages/teacherfavorites/sky.htm
http://www.lanesville.k12.in.us/LCSYellowpages/teacherfavorites/sky.htm


6.4.9: Global Winds & Jet Stream

• Wind is caused by convection & the Earth 
spinning on its axis.

• Global winds are found in each convection 
region.                      

• Trade winds blow from East to West in the 
tropical region moving warm tropical air

• Prevailing westerly winds blow West to East in 
the temperate regions.  The  weather systems 
are blown across the US from West to East. 



• Tropical weather systems (hurricanes) are moved in the 
direction of the trade winds (East to West) until they enter the 
Westerly wind belt.  They are then turned back to the sea by 
the Westerly winds unless they are strong enough to continue 
in their original direction East.

• Polar Winds blow North East to West moving cold polar air 
towards the West.

• Jet Stream- a fast moving ribbon of air that moves around the 
earth.  It dips, bends, & constantly changes positions.  Its speed 
& wavy movement affects weather systems in its path.  

• As it changes positions, air masses & weather systems in its 
path are moved along by its fast moving air.  

• The polar jet stream can bring down cold polar conditions 
from the North.  

• The subtropical jet stream can bring warm tropical conditions 
from the South.





• The region of Earth receiving the Sun's direct rays is the equator. Here, air is 
heated and rises, leaving low pressure areas behind. Moving to about thirty 
degrees north and south of the equator, the warm air from the equator 
begins to cool and sink. Between thirty degrees latitude and the equator, 
most of the cooling sinking air moves back to the equator. The rest of the air 
flows toward the poles. The air movements toward the equator are called 
trade winds- warm, steady breezes that blow almost continuously. The 
Coriolis Effect makes the trade winds appear to be curving to the west, 
whether they are traveling to the equator from the south or north. 

• The trade winds coming from the south and the north meet near the equator. 
These converging trade winds produce general upward winds as they are 
heated, so there are no steady surface winds. This area of calm is called the 
doldrums. 

• Between thirty and sixty degrees latitude, the winds that move toward the 
poles appear to curve to the east. Because winds are named from the 
direction in which they originate, these winds are called prevailing 
westerlies. Prevailing westerlies in the Northern Hemisphere are 
responsible for many of the weather movements across the United States 
and Canada. 

• At about sixty degrees latitude in both hemispheres, the prevailing westerlies 
join with polar easterlies to reduce upward motion. The polar easterlies 
form when the atmosphere over the poles cools. This cool air then sinks and 
spreads over the surface. As the air flows away from the poles, it is turned to 
the west by the Coriolis effect. Again, because these winds begin in the east, 
they are called easterlies. Many of these changes in wind direction 



• Weather Unit Review Game
• http://calipsooutreach.hamptonu.edu/atrivi

a.swf

http://calipsooutreach.hamptonu.edu/atrivia.swf
http://calipsooutreach.hamptonu.edu/atrivia.swf
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	a. What do you think the red color stands for? (Warm currents). �b. What do you think the blue color stands for? (Cold currents). �c. What do you think sets the currents in motion? (The wind set in motion by the Earth's rotation, and the difference in water temperature from the poles to the equator). �d. What is a surface current? (Surface currents are ocean currents caused by wind. Prevailing winds have the greatest effect on surface currents. These currents are usually the same year after year, with warmer currents moving away from the equator, and colder currents moving toward the equator) �e. In which direction do surface currents flow in the northern hemisphere? (clockwise) �f. In which direction do surface currents flow in the southern hemisphere? (counterclockwise). �g. How do surface currents affect the climate of different lands? (They either warm the lands they pass or cool them off). �h. If Western Europe's climate was not affected by the Gulf Stream, what do you think its climate would be like?  (Since Western Europe is much closer to the Artic, their weather would be much colder and the animal and plant life would be different.) 
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